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NOTES FROM THE DIRECTORS

BLANDING LIBRARY

Written on the brass plaque fastened to the

antique revolving bookcase in our adult fiction room
is “ A Memorial to Ella R. Peck presented to the
Blanding Library by her parents Jan. 1st 1886.” I have
always been fascinated by that inscription. Who was
Ella R. Peck? She must have died young, but who was
she and who were her parents?
Both plaque and bookcase date back to the original
Goff Memorial Hall, dedicated in 1886, housing a
museum, library, classroom, and dining room. The
bookcase must have been pulled from the flames,
along with many other artifacts and furniture, when
Goff Hall was struck by lightning in 1911 and burned.
Imagine the bravery of those who fought the flames
to rescue the many objects that they found precious
and valuable. The plaque and bookcase have always
been a link to that past for me, a tangible reminder
of those who first planned and had built the
original Hall.

CARPENTER MUSEUM

When I arrived at the Carpenter Museum a year

ago this month, I was immediately welcomed by the
wonderful staff (our curator, Laura Napolitano, and
our genealogy researcher, Lende McMullen), an
enthusiastic Board, and a dedicated cadre of
volunteers. The farmhouse and barn immediately felt
like home.
I came to rely heavily on the expertise and generosity of Laura Napolitano, and so it was with a heavy
heart that we received the news of her impending
move to North Carolina with her family.
Laura took over as Curator of the Carpenter
Museum in 2009 and has worked tirelessly to maintain the highest standards of care for our rich
collections. Her beautiful, nuanced exhibits have
reflected a true passion for early American history
and an exacting standard of professionalism that she
brings to every facet of her work.

After years of speculating about Ella R. Peck, I finally
asked RAS president Rebecca Smith if she knew
anything about Ella or the plaque. Rebecca
responded to my inquiry with information which
answered some of my questions.
Ella Rebecca Peck (1858-1880) was the only child
of Lydia Jane (Luther) Peck, and Gustavus Brutus
Peck. Her mother was educated in the public
schools of Rehoboth and taught two terms in the
Horton School. Ella’s father worked as a mason and
farmer, and was a member of the 1892 Committee
nominated by stockholders of the Rehoboth
Antiquarian Society to plan the celebrations of the
250th anniversary of Rehoboth’s settlement. When
Ella died at 21, her parents commissioned the plaque
in her memory. And that, unfortunately, is all I know
about Ella. I wish I knew more!
Laura Bennett is retiring as Library Director in July
2017, after spending 27 years with Library benefactor
Amelia Blanding Bicknell looking over her shoulder at the
circulation desk.

As we began an initiative to better serve visitors
the world over through digitized collections and
resources, Laura embraced the new challenge with
enthusiasm and established a solid foundation for
our future work.
Laura and her family will begin a new adventure
together near Raleigh, NC, and we wish them the
very best. She will be missed greatly, but she has left
an indelible impression on the Museum and on her
colleagues, too. We are privileged to know her.
I am confident that researchers centuries from now
will be grateful for the excellent work of one Laura
G. Napolitano, erstwhile curator.
Elyssa Tardif, PhD, is Director of the Carpenter Museum.

“Delighted! I Will Be There”

The Clambake Tradition
in Rehoboth
LAURA NAPOLITANO

IN THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY,
PEOPLE TRAVELED FROM MILES
AROUND TO ATTEND THE REHOBOTH
ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY’S ANNUAL
AUGUST CLAMBAKE. PUBLICITY
POSTERS BILLED IT AS THE LARGEST
BAKE SERVED UNDER THE LARGEST
TENT IN NEW ENGLAND.

Fig. 1 (PREVIOUS PAGE)
Photograph detail, Arranging
the Stones and Rockweed at
the Antiquarian Bake, early
1900s (CM Collection, 2005002-043)
Fig. 2 (LEFT)
Newspaper Ad, Antiquarian
Clambake, 1914 (CM
Collection)
Fig. 3 (BELOW)
Poster, First Baptist Church
and Society of South East
Rehoboth Clambake, 1872 (CM
Collection, 1993-039-001)

Ticketholders looked forward to a feast that included

steamed clams, fish, sausage and onions, dressing, sweet
potatoes, corn on the cob, brown bread, and watermelon.
They bought slices of pie and cake at the refreshment
tents, and finished the day either catching up with
friends and acquaintances or dancing to an orchestra in
Goff Memorial Hall. At its height in the late 1910s, the
Antiquarian Clambake served more than 1,500 people,
with many hundreds more picnicking on the grounds of
the Hall. As a reporter from the Boston Globe stated in
1913, “Rehoboth was in its gala attire on its biggest day
of the year.” At one time the most anticipated events on
summer calendars, clambakes in Rehoboth connected
history and community.

congregations. The First Baptist Church and
Society (also known as Hornbine Church) in
southeast Rehoboth began its annual clambake
around 1825. RAS President Emeritus E.
Otis Dyer recalls that his grandfather looked
forward to the North Rehoboth Methodist
Church bake each summer in the 1870s; he
would buy his 25-cent ticket with money
earned picking blueberries.

LOCAL TRADITION
Clambakes as a tradition developed most fully in
southeastern New England, according to folklorist Kathy
Neustadt. While in the popular imagination Native
Americans invented and passed down clambaking to
17th-century English settlers, Neustadt argues that white
Yankees actually invented the tradition during the years
surrounding the American Revolution. At this time,
European Americans were trying to establish their own
cultural identity and history. The clambake came out of a
nostalgic celebration of the native culture that colonists
had nearly destroyed, combined with a growing passion
for patriotic feasting.
At first, clambakes were private affairs put on by
families, churches, or other local organizations. In rural
southeastern New England, bakes took their place
among Grange meetings, country dances, and Fourth
of July picnics as the main cultural events. In Rehoboth,
churches in each part of town held clambakes for their

HISTORY, MONEY, AND POLITICS
Large public clambakes began in the mid-19th
century. They were often tied to the increasing
number of celebrations throughout New
England of town foundings, early histories, and

local contributions to national history. In Rehoboth,
the Antiquarian Society was established in 1884
primarily to collect “old relics” related to the town’s
early years. Founding president George Tilton wrote
that the erection of Goff Memorial Hall and its
elaborate dedication ceremonies in May 1886 “all
served to win for Rehoboth a recognition as one
of the chief historic places in the Old Bay State.”
Shortly thereafter, in August 1886, the Antiquarians
held their first clambake in the orchard opposite the
new hall. The next year 800 people attended, with
the numbers increasing annually until the 30th bake
in 1915, when the Providence Evening Bulletin reported
that 1,700 were fed.
From its earliest days, large-scale clambakes were
linked to politics. The Carpenter Museum has a
souvenir ribbon from an 1842 clambake held at
Medbury Grove in Seekonk supporting the cause of
the “suffragists” in Rhode Island, who were calling
for a new state constitution that would abolish the
landholding requirement to vote. Both former U.S.
president Martin Van Buren and future U.S. president
James Buchanan regretfully declined invitations to
the event. Future U.S. president Calvin Coolidge was
the most famous politician to attend the Antiquarian
Bake. At the time (1915), Coolidge was seeking the
Republican nomination for lieutenant governor of
Massachusetts. By this point, candidates were not
allowed to give formal speeches at the bake; instead,
they campaigned among the crowd. Artist and RAS
trustee Joe Carpenter recalled similar activities years
later: “Joe Martin, Speaker of the [U.S.] House, was
seen yearly whispering inside-Washington stuff to
the local politicians.”
UNDER THE LARGEST TENT
Putting on a large-scale clambake was a major
undertaking for the Antiquarians. A 1919 school
report by Earle Stanton Carpenter in the museum’s
archives details the preparations. According to
Carpenter, for several weeks beforehand, male
committee members bought supplies for the dinner,
while women on the committee made pies and cakes
to sell in the refreshment tents. The day before,
eating pavilions were erected and tables and benches
were assembled. Prior to 1915, the feasting took
place under a mammoth tent nicknamed Mount
Hope. When the new Goff Hall was opened in 1915,
the eating pavilion was updated to a permanent
wooden structure with open sides on which men
stretched canvas each August (see image on cover).

The morning of the clambake, one hundred helpers
were busy “setting the tables, washing eighty-five
bushels of clams and eight barrels of sweet potatoes,
cutting the outer husks from nineteen hundred
ears of corn, carving, salting and peppering twelve
hundred and fifty pounds of fish, filling one hundred
and twenty-five pans with spiced dressing, placing
sixteen bushels of onions, which are peeled and
sliced the night before by the younger helpers of
the neighborhood, in baskets, icing one hundred
and fifty watermelons, slicing three hundred loaves
of white and three hundred and fifty loaves of
brown bread, and melting two hundred pounds of
butter.” Meanwhile, the bakemaster and his crew
prepared the site of the actual bake. Large stones
and firewood were arranged in a pile thirty feet
long, five feet high, and four feet wide. Set on fire at
9am, the stones were white hot by noon and soon
raked out of the ashes to be topped with a mound
of wet rockweed. Helpers quickly placed the clams,
potatoes, fish, sausage and onions, corn, and dressing
on the rockweed and covered the mound with large
canvas sail cloths that trapped the steam inside.
When the food was ready, attendees were served
family-style at the long tables in the pavilion.

Fig. 4
Souvenir Ribbon from Clambake
Held at Medbury Grove, Seekonk,
1842 (CM Collection, Gift of Pearl
Crawford, 1800-554-030)

While most of the townspeople attended the
festivities, by the early 1900s, the Antiquarian
clambake also drew ticketholders from nearby
cities, as well as summer visitors from New York
and Philadelphia. Trolleys, which began running
through Rehoboth in 1899, brought guests every half

Fig. 5 (LEFT)
Postcard, Inside the Eating Tent at the
Antiquarian Bake, 1909 (CM Collection,
Gift of the Anawan Historical Society,
2005-005-054)
Fig. 6 (BELOW)
Peleg Francis began serving clambakes
to private parties at his farm in the early
1890s. Bakes for private groups continue
there to this day. (CM Collection,
Bequest of Frank DeMattos, 2003-007242)

hour from Providence and Taunton. In the 1910s,
automobile parties were organized from Boston
and Connecticut. According to a 1915 Providence
Evening Bulletin article, “The machines were parked in
the lots off the road, and along the roadside. When
the crowd was at its height there were about 300
machines in the vicinity making a row a quarter
of a mile long on both sides of the street and
representing an investment estimated at more than
$200,000.” Posters from 1892 to 1906 advertise
tickets costing 50 cents for adults and 30 cents for
children. By 1914 the price had been raised to 75
cents. At the height of the bake’s popularity in the
late 1910s, tickets sold out by late morning.Visitors
who could not get a ticket bought sandwiches and
baked goods at the refreshment tents.
According to Joe Carpenter, the Antiquarian
clambake still attracted 1,000 attendees in the early
1930s. By then, a clambake shed that still stands
today behind Goff Hall had been built to store
supplies and seat diners on the day of the event.
Interest waned during and after World War II. The
annual bake was not held between 1957 and 1983.
In 1984 the tradition was revived for the 100th

anniversary of the RAS. The last clambake at Goff
Hall occurred in 2012.
Clambakes in Rehoboth were the premier social
events of the year. Be it the more modest church
bakes or the large public RAS bake, residents looked
forward to catching up with family and friends in the
tenor of Old Home Day and feasting on customary
foods flavored by steaming rockweed and hot stones.
The rural character and storied tradition of these
bakes and the town’s embrace and celebration of
its long history attracted visitors from around the
region. Politicians certainly knew that the festive
atmosphere of the late summer clambakes was
conducive to campaigning. Clambakes became and
remained an important site for community building
in Rehoboth for nearly two centuries.
Laura Napolitano is Curator of the Carpenter Museum.

From Open Hearth to Open Plan:
A Look Back at America’s Kitchens
LESLIE PATTERSON

America’s kitchens have changed a great deal since

colonial days, but our attitudes towards them haven’t
changed all that much, according to Nancy Carlisle,
senior curator at Historic New England. Carlisle
spoke about her newest book, America’s Kitchens, at
the Carpenter Museum in April. “Kitchens have been
the focus of happy, warm nostalgia about bygone
times, but they can also be places of performance
anxiety for nervous cooks,” she said. “Kitchens could
also be a source of family conflict when you had
more than one cook sharing kitchen space.”
Although we have the impression that many women
were badly burned in hearth fire accidents, these
incidents were not as frequent as we think. They
mainly happened when women started wearing cotton dresses. The wool and linen worn by the early
colonists did not catch fire as easily as cotton. Of
course, children were always at great risk of getting
burned or scalded in open hearths.
The arrival of the wood-burning cookstove meant
that women did not have to hunch over the hearth
while cooking, but it caused a lot of nostalgia for the
old hearth, at least among men in the family. Cookstoves used only one half the fuel as hearth cooking,
so it greatly reduced the need for wood. But cookstoves had their own problems. Mark Twain once
said that cleaning the flues in the stoves was “a most
vexatious task.”
Historians have learned a lot about 19th-century
cooking from the historic David and Sarah Davis
Mansion in Bloomington, Illinois. David Davis was a
close friend of Abraham Lincoln. The Davis kitchen,
dating to 1872, features a boiler for hot running
water. This was a first for American kitchens, as was
the big clock on the wall.
Carlisle also talked about Castle Tucker, a Historic
New England property in Wiscasset, Maine. This
impressive brick mansion overlooking the Sheepscot
River was built in 1807 for a prominent shipping
family. On display in the kitchen is a 1920s Hoosier
Cabinet, a freestanding unit with shelves for storage
above and below and an enamel shelf for preparing

food, the first hint of the kitchen cabinets and
counters to follow.
The arrival of electricity in the 1930s changed everything in the kitchen, though a surprising number
of rural houses still lacked electricity even into the
1950s. Post-World War II prosperity was reflected in
the four Levittowns built by developer William Levitt
in the suburbs of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. Houses there were built specifically as affordable homes for returning GIs and their growing
families, though they were first restricted to white
families only. All the new houses came with the latest appliances.
In the 1950s convenience was all important to housewives
who relied on canned
and frozen foods,
including the famous
Swanson TV dinners.
Frozen dinners were
made possible by the
big freezers at the
supermarkets and
new home freezers.
Then came Tupperware, to store that
frozen food at home.
Today the ideal
American kitchen is
big and sleek, often
with an island in the center, and many cabinets and
granite countertops, even if the owners don’t always
cook themselves. Nancy said that the biggest change
in recent years is the presence of men in the kitchen.
She noted that someone quipped “it’s not until you
have men in the kitchen that you can justify a $275
knife.” So from the open hearth to wood-burning
stoves to today’s high-end appliances and multitude
of gadgets, “our kitchens still shape and reflect who
we are.”
Leslie Patterson is a member of the Friends of the
Blanding Library and a Museum volunteer.

“Guess who’s Coming to Dinner?
Two Kettles During King Phil
ELYSSA TARDIF

This is a story of two kettles.
One is a very heavy kettle, and old—over
three centuries old, in fact. It belonged to
King Philip, also known as Metacom, a leader
of the Wampanoag. This kettle now sits on a
white pedestal at the Carpenter Museum on
permanent display.
The second kettle is lost. Perhaps it was
destroyed, or melted down for armaments
during the Revolutionary War. Or perhaps it
too sits in a museum, unidentified—a kettle
without its story. This kettle was used on a
summer night in Rehoboth when two men,
both decorated in war, shared a meal over a
fire. The next day, one man sent the other to
Plymouth to be executed.
The two men were Benjamin Church, the
commander of English forces during King
Philip’s War, and Annawon, one of King Philip’s
most seasoned captains. When we picture
one man’s capture of the other, we likely do
not imagine the two enemies sharing stories
over a summer BBQ.Yet that’s exactly what

they did, at least according to Church, who
would recount his exploits decades later in
Entertaining Passages relating to Philip’s War
(1716).
Church and his men had overtaken Philip in
Bristol, RI, in August of 1676. The Wampanoag sachem was fatally shot, then beheaded,
drawn, and quartered, his head later mounted
on a spike. Annawon fought alongside Philip
but managed to escape the English forces,;
he moved from one site to another, never
staying in one place for too long. Two weeks
after the defeat at Bristol, Annawon stationed
a temporary camp in Rehoboth, MA. Church
soon learned of Annawon’s whereabouts and
set out to capture him.
Annawon had situated his camp on the side
of rocky mound, hidden by a fallen tree. From
this strategic point, Annawon and his men
could quickly assess anyone who might
approach.
Church learned from his Native allies that the
only way to surprise their enemy would be to

?”:
lip’s War

scale the rocks from the opposite side and descend into
the camp—though even this approach might be
discovered and the element of surprise lost.
Church and his men made their way to the site, and from
the top of the rocks, Church surveyed the scene.
He could see that Annawon, his son, and some of his
chiefs “had taken up their lodging, and made great fires
without them, and had their Pots and Kittles boiling, and
Spits roasting.” Using pots and kettles likely procured
from European colonists through trade, the Native men
and women in Annawon’s camp were preparing their supper.
Inching their way down the rocks, two of Church’s Native
allies went first, with baskets on their backs in the hope
of avoiding suscpicion of English involvement. Church followed closely behind, out of sight They descended carefully, timing their movements with that of a woman in the
camp below who was grinding corn in a mortar: when
she “pounded, they moved, and when she ceased to turn
the corn, they ceased creeping.”
The deception was successful. Church and his men sprang
upon Annawon’s group and quickly secured the firearms
and other weapons.
And then something peculiar happened: Church asked
what was for dinner.
He demanded to know “what had [Annawon] for Supper,
for (said he) I am come to Sup with you.’”
“‘Taubut,’ said Annawon, ‘with a big voice,” indicating
that Church was welcome to do so. He asked whether
Church prefered “cow-beaf” or “horse beaf”—Church
opted for cow.
Seasoning the beef with salt from his pocket, Church enjoyed a “very hearty supper,” complete with “dry’d green
corn,” the noisy pounding of which had provided the
means for his surprise attack.
Most of the camp retired after their supper, but Church
and Annawon alone remained awake. Church writes that
the two stared at one another for nearly an hour. When
Annawon made a move to leave the camp, Church did not
follow him, thinking he had gone to relieve himself and
not wanting Annawon to “offend him with the stink.”
But Annawon returned moments later holding a pack
from which he removed three belts of wampum, intricately sewn with designs of “figures and flowers, and pictures
of many birds and beasts.” The belts had belonged to
Philip, and were edged with red hair from the head of an

English or Dutch enemy. After draping the belts over
Church’s body, Annawon offered him more of Philip’s
royalties, including “two horns of glazed Powder,”
and a “red cloth Blanket.”

tha (Martin) Blanding. Martha Blanding died at age
95, bequeathing the kettle to her son. He bore the
surname of each of his ancestors who had owned
the kettle—Wheeler Martin Blanding.

Annawon spent the rest of the night regaling Church
with stories of his many victories in war. Hearing
these exploits from the elder captain must have delighted Church, who clung tightly to his own military
successes and would later complain that he was not
more widely celebrated for them.

Blanding displayed the kettle at Providence train
depot in the 1850s, where the Rhode Island Society
for the Encouragement of Domestic Industry rented
space to exhibit domestic objects from the colonial
past. And, in 1884, when the Rehoboth Antiquarian
Society was founded, Blanding donated the kettle as
part of its original collection.

And so it stands to reason that Church would have
valued the royalties he received from Annawon as
well as those he secured for himself earlier in the
war, including the iron kettle in the Rehoboth
Antiquarian Society’s collection.

Holding the Museum kettle today, we can marvel at
its heft and weight, imagining a scene when a similar
kettle was used to cook dinner for a colonial victor
and his Native hosts.

Church seems to have turned over most of these
royalties to the Plymouth authorities who then
offered them as a gift to King Charles II. But Church
kept the kettle his entire life. Did it remind him of
the meal he shared with Annawon that August night?

Without a story, an object loses some of its meaning: we do not know who made it or used it or
cherished it. And without an object, a story can seem
too far-fetched to be believed, or too distant to be
relevant today.

After Benjamin Church died in 1718, the kettle was
sold at auction and purchased by Philip Wheeler
of Rehoboth. He gave it to his daughter Martha
(Wheeler) Martin, who gave it to her daughter, Mar-

Here at the Carpenter Museum, we have the
privilege of collecting both.
Elyssa Tardif, PhD, is Director of the Carpenter Museum.

Hand-colored wood engraving from John Warner Barber, Being a
General Collection of Interesting Facts, etc. (1839) (Worcester: Dorr,
Howland, 1839) (CM Collection, 2013-031-001).
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